keywords

It's Over
1.

What Happens In The Next Two Weeks?
writing on wall

2.

end

´

$2,500

´

bills

Who's To Blame?
market

3.

´

´

analytical

´

nothing right

´

start company

What's Next?
self-pity? ´ terror ´ bills and new job
credit-card debt ´ consequences? ´ not lawyer

4.

´

hard way

What's Going On At This Point?
president friend phone ´ radio buddy invest? ´ Harley Davidson ´ no call
guy in L.A. ´ no call ´ every time ´ irritating ´ opportunity

5.

Scott's Mistakes
late start ´ unwise spend but no chair ´ strategy – painful
cool if ´ work if ´ more investment before no money? ´ money for
promotion ´ wish no idea

6.

Bitter Victories
things right

7.

´

bitter

´

feel tell?

´

will happen

´

´

rehearse

Pompous Venture Fund Incorporated
presentation ´ our fate ´ their CEO ´ don't believe

8.

nightmare
´

cards

´

play game

Scott's Career
temp for global co. ´ director promote and hire ´ more skills ´ end work
five years ´ get idea ´ giggle ´ idea and ayahuasca ´ another story

9.

Wasting Money and Time
convincing people ´ bad timing ´ decisions ´ replace
leads dry ´ suspicion ´ not actual CEO ´ paralyzed

10.

´

waste effort

Looking Back
likelihood ´ instincts ´ technical slave ´ director “look back”
no focus ´ no money to accomplish ´ belong at helm? ´ major reason

11.

Waiting For Something To Happen
loss ´ wait ´ develop and phone but… ´ meeting fine but…
investors ´ boss kick ass ´ back to consulting ´ back to life ´ blame
computers

writing on the wall
paycheck
give or take
insane
in the first place
terror
outrageous
run up a debt
pending bankruptcy
get nailed
find out the hard way
work the phones
buddy
go ipo
acquire
slide
blow the opportunity

unwisely
to my credit
recklessness
gamble
neglect
to budget
angel investment
raise money
recurring nightmare
to some extent
CEO
casually
you're in for st
temp
wind up
elapse
give or take
somewhere along the way
giggle
involving
ayahuasca
altogether
chip in
a big hunk
hitch one's wagon to
it turns out
concerning
viability
burn up time
dry up
sneaking suspicion
overwhelm
grow paralyzed
all along
likelihood
dotcoms
sell sb out
slave away
at the helm
at a complete loss
tap out
chances are
commit to st
kick sb's ass
sign off

